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writer: jonathan maberry artist: renato poli publisher: dark horse comics jonathan maberry is an
expert at creating characters who strike a chord with readers: he delivers an endless stream of
memorable monsters in books like v-wars, the wolfman and the darkness. his latest effort, the mist,
is the first in a triptych of books about the evils of man and nature in an ancient landscape. driven
into a small town by a storm, a man and his best friend venture inside a local store to find supplies,
only to be caught in a deadly trap. its a tight, punchy story that builds to an apocalyptic pay-off that
leaves you wishing there were more books like this. if you like your horror with zombies and
werewolves, this one is for you. sean edgar writer: jeff lemire artist: dustin nguyen publisher: dc
comics if youre looking for a new take on the world war ii comics of yesteryear, stop looking. this
book is all current-generation battles, where the line between civilian and soldier is blurred and the
the horror of war and the horror of war crimes are so intimately intertwined that you may feel guilty
for having done nothing. hack/slash tells the story of a group of allied soldiers in the occupation of a
small town in france, where they find that some of the local women are being held hostage by a man
who insists that he be called the wolf man. this horrifying experience has several possible outcomes,
but the deformed and bloodthirsty man who captures the group is the most disturbing of them all.
sean edgar
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writer: si spurrier artist: christian ward publisher: dc comics in an effort to reconcile the past with the
future, dc relaunched its entire line of comics in september 2013. some titles got the reboot

treatment and some new characters returned, but the one constant was the reduced number of
ongoing titles. save for the flash and superman and their christmas special, nothing else has been

published outside of the direct market since its relaunch in 2013. now, after a successful sneak peek
of the cyborg superman in september and paul levitz teasing a new legion of superheroes series in
february, dc has finally announced its plans for its second line of comic book events. in the wake of

the reboot announcement, writer and artist christian ward presents dawn, a series of standalone
epics that answer some of the biggest questions about the dc universe. the dawn of justice is a far-
flung team-up between characters familiar to longtime fans and newbies alike. on the bright side,
this is the first time in the new 52 era that the justice league has had a solo title, and it even has a
distinct crisis on infinite earth tie-in. but dawn of justice isnt a classic justice league adventure like

the peter tomasi book, and its tiny roster of characters arent exactly your usual group of
superheroes. as a matter of fact, dawn of justice isnt quite a superhero book at all, but instead a

cosmic action-adventure with teal oceans and galaxies and space battles in the distant past. sean
edgar 5ec8ef588b
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